The Gaussian signals can be treated in a Hilbert space framework which allows the use of La norm in various optimiza.tion criteria. Whereas the linear vector space genera.ted by a-st,able distributions is a 
Robust Least Mean Mixed Norm Adaptive
Filtering for a-Stable Random Processes
In ina.iiy signal processing applica.tions the noise is iiioclciid as a Gaussian stochastic process. This assumpt,iori ha,.; been broadly accepted due t o the Cent r d Limit Theorein but a large class of physical obtioiis such as low frequency atmospheric noise, ~i~i~~r -i i i a~l~~ noise and underwater acoustic noise exhillit. uon-GaussitLii behaviour [1]- [4] . A class of statist,icaJ nrodels applicable in these cases is the a-stable (0 < Q 5 2) distributions [5] . Having heavier tails tlii~ri the Gaussian distributions, these distributions 1 spikes or occasional bursts in their rea I iz n t i oils.
ci-stahle distributions do riot have closed form proha.Ijilit~y density functioiis except the cases N = 1 (Caiichy tlistxibiition) and a = 2 (Gaussian distribul . i o i i ) . Howc:vccr t,hcy have closed forrri characteristic fiinct.ions givrn hy : 
( 3 )
.E[lXl'] < 00, for all p 2 0.
The fractional p t h order moment [5] of an S N S random variable wii h zero location parameter, a = 0, is given by : The constant, C;(p> (I,) depends only on Q and p.
In t>liis paper, based on the concept of FLOS, we iiit,rotliicci a new family of adaptive filtering algorithms t,lrat i~t~i l i z e a linear mixture of moinent8s similar t.o t,hr I,MMY algorit,hm [S,9] . It is assumed that the ast,able noise lias finite mean corresponding 1 5 a < 2. 
Tirr LMAIN XLGORII'HV I
The t m n p wvc-ights of t8he adaptive filter at time b are 
poiids t o unstable behaviour that agrees pwcisely with our experimental evaluations.
,>'/U) u l a t i o n ,$t,udies
Coiisider an AR,(Df) a-stable process, defined as 
ROBLST LMMN ADAPTIVE FILTERING
In order to ensure finite varknce, i.e. , of the gradient vector for a-stable distributions, the L M M X algorithm is modified by using the concept of FLOS. In particular, the fact that in impulsive noise, In Fig. 2 ) tlie results of a system identification expt,riiirc,nt arc presented. Note that CY = 1.2 and X = 0.9. A 1 1 AR, (5) A Iiound is obtained on thc variance of 1,Iie grailiciit vector of' fhe proposed algorithm. Simulation rc~srilts are presented for adaptive system iden-1, i 1 i c a 1,ioii.
The unbounded behaviour of the LMMN algorithm for a-stable processes is proven below. Let
where (18) 
Having infinite value of (20) Since x k -j = IlXkll, < 00, from (as), we obtain
as a sufficient condition for the fulfillment of the contlitioii in (12). It is a.ssumed that no parameteri z r clivergc.nce occurs in the RLMMN algorithm) i.e., su1)i; ~~V I ;~~m < i-10. In this case, even if VI; is a SCYS w c t o r prowss, when (26) isvalid, we have E[I/VI,II;"] < x , E[ilVklI':"] < 00 a.nd E[llV~;il:"] < 00.
